Pre-Manufactured Metal Patio Cover and Enclosure Submittal Requirements

- 3 copies of a plot plan showing the location on the property, also indicate the set-backs to the property lines and the exterior dimensions of the new structure.

- 2 copies of a floor plan drawn to 1/4” scale. The floor plan must show the location and sizes of all existing and new doors, windows, landings at doors, electrical outlets, and lighting fixtures.

- 2 copies of a current ICC ES Report and the plans that are identified in that report.

- The EXACT construction details that apply to the specific project, for each proposed system must be either circled or otherwise clearly identified on the plans for each submittal.

- 2 copies of a current ICC ES Report or other approved agency report for the roof and wall panels.

- 2 copies of a current ICC ES Report for concrete anchors as stated in patio cover ICC ES Report.